HAPS: Human and Pollinator Sanctuary Resolution

*a Hilltown Health Initiative*

To see if the town will vote to declare itself a human and pollinator sanctuary (HAPS) free of microwave radiation from low-altitude satellites and additional wireless infrastructure until a panel of independent MD's and scientists familiar with long term patterns of disease in populations completes a risk and environmental assessment for these additional layers of microwave radiation exposure.

- Whereas the Federal Communication Commission (FCC), a "captured agency"\(^1\) has approved more than 13,000 low altitude 5G satellites and appears ready to approve many more.

- Whereas corporations like SpaceX and OneWeb have already launched more than 1,400 such satellites and along with Telesat, AST and Science, Lynk, Amazon, Omnispace and Facebook are planning to launch approximately 100,000 in total.

- Whereas the majority of independent studies on this type of radiation indicate significant biological harm to humans, pollinators and other flora and fauna.\(^2\)

- Whereas the increased number of rocket launches required for this deployment will likely increase air pollution, deplete the ozone layer and accelerate global warming according to researchers.\(^3\)

- Whereas we have not consented to be part of any biological experiment conducted by any corporation or government entity.

- Whereas our taxpayer dollars are currently being given to Big Wireless by the FCC to build cell towers in rural areas which require pollinators to continue farming and which are already served by broadband internet, often at additional taxpayer expense.

- Whereas rural areas are the last and final refuge for millions of people around the world suffering from electrical sensitivity, aka electro-hypersensitivity (EHS) aka microwave sickness, a debilitating condition recognized under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

- Whereas fiber to the home is a secure, safe, energy-efficient and future-proof way of insuring everyone has access to the digital economy.

- Whereas the FCC and Big Wireless are currently facing multiple lawsuits for failure to protect public health and/or willfully obscuring relevant scientific studies.\(^4\)

*If adopted, the town clerk is directed to communicate the results of this resolution to local, state and national elected officials.*

---


\(^2\) [bioinitiative.org, ehtrust.org, mdsafetech.org, etc.](http://bioinitiative.org)


https://eos.org/features/the-coming-surge-of-rocket-emissions
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